
New Cutting Edge Intermediate Modules 1 to 4 classroom questions vocab quiz

Put one auxiliary verb into each sentence below:

How you spell /                                     /?/ How /                                / spelt?
What pat mean? / How you explain the meaning of pat?
What the opposite of gorgeous?
What the verb of bully?
How you change enthusiastic into an adverb?
What the noun of embarrassing?
How many syllables tracksuit got?
What the middle letter of carrier?
What the second to last letter of aboard?
How you pronounce colleague?/ How colleague pronounced?
flirt pronounced the same as flute?
What the difference in pronunciation between colleague and college?
What the vowel sound in weird?
How many syllables flatmate have? / How many syllables flatmate got? / How many 
syllables there in flatmate?
Where the stress in fairground?
you give me an example sentence with cosmopolitan in it, please?
What the difference between flatmate and roommate?
stepmother mean the same as mother in law?

Ask and answer the questions above

Ask other questions about the same words

Ask similar question about the words below to test the other team(/they can’t look at the
worksheet while they are being tested). Tick each question off as you use and use a 
different question each time.

Do the same, but asking someone on your own team a question you think they can answer. 



the majority of pensioner flirt hang out with

to text someone acquaintance stepmother colleague

to pat struggle with mental arithmetic oxygen

cliff date of birth a relative go out with

gran weird a shame terrible at

As a matter of fact… gorgeous chat bump into

tracksuit bully beat someone up over-enthusiastic

embarrassing get the blame serves you right fairground

upset furious terrified take a wrong turn

a gig the mainland shabby standard of living

cosmopolitan cathedral coral reef the Outback

a patient patient carrier bag antibiotics

to pack sales assistant flatmate an operation

wheelchair ward pick on someone a coward

pathetic stunned varied a sense of humour

to peel disastrous to pour polluted

hostile aboard abroad thunderstorm



Answer key

How do you spell /                                     /?/ How is /                                / spelt?
What does pat mean? / How would you explain the meaning of pat?
What’s the opposite of gorgeous?
What’s the verb of bully?
What’s the adverb of enthusiastic?
What’s the noun of embarrassing?
How many syllables has tracksuit got?
What’s the middle letter of carrier?
What’s the second to last letter of aboard?
How do you pronounce colleague?/ How is colleague pronounced?
Is flirt pronounced the same as flute?
What’s the difference in pronunciation between colleague and college?
What’s the vowel sound in weird?
How many syllables does flatmate have? / How many syllables has flatmate got? / How 
many syllables are there in flatmate?
Where is the stress in fairground?
Could you give me an example sentence with cosmopolitan in it, please?
What’s the difference between flatmate and roommate?
Does stepmother mean the same as mother in law?



Extension- Play Jeopardy


